Sacred Heart
HBL Parent Survey

This survey exemplified the incredible
diversity in our community. It has
highlighted the need for responses that
prioritise flexibility and adaptability to the
circumstances of each student and their
family. We are reminded of the quote "We
are all in the same storm, but we are not all
in the same boat."

Zoom lessons
"Zoom once a day is enough for our children as when it was twice a day, they didn't enjoy them as much and it
took time away from the school work that needed to be completed." (Family)
"We find sitting through one zoom class is more than sufficient than two, giving us more time to do
homework." (Kindergarten parent)
"The daily zooms at two different times are working well." (Family)
"More face to face teacher time. I don't believe that 30 mins, or two lots of 30 mins is enough." (Year 5 parent)
"Extend teacher and student zoom meeting to at least 3 hours a day, current 45 to 60 minutes is insufficient!"
(Year 3 parent)

18%

Too much work
Would like less tasks
to be set for each day.

5%

Not enough work
Would like more tasks
to be set for each day.

""We appreciate how hard this situation is for everyone - hang in
there!" (Family)
"They are doing a wonderful job and we really appreciate all of their
hard work and dedication." (Family)
"We are so thankful for how you are organising the daily sessions
and for providing feedback. We acknowledge it is much more work
than F2F sessions and we can't appreciate enough you being with
the little ones and constantly motivating them." (Kindergarten
parent)
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Responses mentioned the
weekly plan and structure as
being helpful.

Some families requested that the Zoom sessions be recorded.
It is important to note that due to the complexity of issues around
privacy and consent, we are not permitted to record our Zoom
lessons.
Having a Waiting Room and cameras turned on, assists us in
monitoring who is in our Zoom lessons and ensuring a safe learning
environment for our students.

Challenges
"We simply cannot ensure that we get to all the work that is assigned. Involved craft assignments or extra
interviewing with family, friends is particularly difficult." (Family)
"Some weeks we are struggling and trying to keep our head above water." (Kindergarten parent)
"Occasionally the links for the videos don't always work." (Year 5 parent)
"As a parent, we have not received any information about how the Google classroom platform works." (Year 5
parent)
"Occasionally, the instructions for a task aren't overly clear to the students." (Year 1 parent)

What will you notice as a
result of the survey?
Students receiving more feedback via written or verbal teacher responses.
Clearer, more concise task instructions.
Opt in Zoom sessions for reading and book talk with Mrs Munce.
The establishment of a K-6 Enrichment Google Classroom for those families seeking additional activities
for their children.
Quick 'How To' guides for Google Classroom shared with families.
Increased use of breakout rooms and co-operative tasks where possible.
More recognition of student effort by an increased number of awards at our Monday Zoom
Assembly.
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